Live Pen™ 2

Data sheet

Write live, right now.
Handwriting to computer in realtime.
Live Pen™ 2 is a ballpoint pen that records
what you write, as you write. It works and
feels like a traditional pen, but captures
everything you write as digital data,
stores it and allows you to transfer it to a
computer or Anoto compatible service as
required.

That’s what it means to write live. Anoto
has combined small-sized, cost-efficient
components with low power consumption
and a long battery life to create the most
versatile digital pen ever. Built-in Bluetooth
and USB capabilities keep you connected,
and with minimal to no additional training
or changes to your business processes
required, you can write live, right now.

Technical speciﬁcations Model name

LP2-0101
4Mbytes (typically 100 A4 pages of handwriting)
Up to 8 hours
Up to 1.5 months
Up to 2.5 hours (when connected to a PC via USB)
Bluetooth v4.0, USB 2.0
0˚C to 40˚C / 32˚F to 104˚F
Lithium polymer (rechargeable)
OLED display with haptic feedback
75 fps (frames per second)
1mm blue ballpoint (black also available)
41 grams (with caps)
182mm (L) x 16.4mm (D)
163mm (L) x 16.4mm (D)

Memory capacity
Writing time
Standby time
Charging time
Data connection
Operating temperatures
Built-in battery
MMI
IR camera
Ink
Weight
Dimensions with caps
without caps

Type approvals

Live Pen™ 2 is type approved for sale in the following regions*
- EU (CE)
- North America (FCC and IC)
*May require a speciﬁc importer and/or markings.

Box includes

Digital pen, top/bottom caps, USB docking/charging station incl. USB
cable, 2 x blue ballpoint ink cartridge reﬁlls, lanyard with reﬁll holder,
owners manual, Live Pen™ owners card and Live Pen™ registration form.

Size comparisons

Live Pen™ 2
163mm

Smartphones
114 mm

Tablets
241 mm

(Actual size)
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Sync, print, write and transfer
…with the stroke of a pen.

(Detachable
lanyard clip)

Battery

OLED display

Charging /
Data transfer point
(reverse side)

Touch sensor

IR camera
Protective lens

Efficiency
The Live Pen 2 is designed and
engineered to maximise the user
experience and minimize the need for
training. With the new ‘touch start’
system, the Live Pen 2 is always ready
to start capturing your handwriting
as soon as you pick it up, thereby
eliminating the possibility of missed
strokes due to a ‘sleeping’ device.

As the pen starts up, a customisable The included USB docking station
name is displayed making it easy to doubles-up as a charger as well as a
docking unit to allow the pen to sync
distinguish one pen from another.
to a PC.
Every pen is supplied with a
detachable lanyard with a built-in ink Live PDF™
reﬁll holder equipped with two spare Every Live Pen 2 comes with a free
ink reﬁlls. The pen cap provides a license key allowing you to download
means to easily and simply remove and install the latest Live PDF
a spent ink cartridge, ensuring you software to a compatible computer
Touch start also removes the need to never run dry when you least expect so you can start utilizing the power of
the digital pen straight out of the box.
remember to turn the pen off as the it.
device senses when it’s not in use and
When used in conjunction with a
will automatically shut itself down, Flexible communication
radically improving the battery life The Live Pen 2 supports both USB suitable printer, Live PDF gives you
and preventing the pen from being and Bluetooth making it compatible the ability to print, share and use
with many standards compliant any form with a digital pen - simply,
drained when you next need it.
computer, tablet or smartphones. reliably and securely. Visit www.
With the introduction of support LivePDF.net for more information.
Ease of use
A new active OLED display built for the latest Bluetooth 4 standard,
in to the front of the pen provides Live Pen 2 is also compatible with a
simple to understand information as range of devices based on the iOS™,
to the pens status including memory Android™ and BlackBerry® operating
capacity, current battery level and systems.
Bluetooth status.

Ballpoint Ink

Anoto Live™ paper
Paper printed with dot-pattern
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Live Pen™
Handwriting capture

Mobile data transfer
Compatible smartdevice

Live PDF™ software
Print, write & collaborate
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